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Abstract—Spin-orbit torque(SOT) has been widely used in data writing of spintronic memory devices by current-

induced magnetization switching. The typical structure of SOT-induced magnetization switching of ferromagnetic 

multilayers with perpendicular magnetic anisotropy(PMA) such as Ta/CoFeB/MgO allowed the ferromagnetic and 

adjacent nonmagnetic layer to be patterned independently. Here, we studied the role of device geometry in the 

manipulation of magnetization switching by placing two separated CoFeB magnetic bits at different locations on Ta 

layer with trapezoid shape. Manipulation of the magnetization states of the magnetic bits was achieved simply by 

applying different write current. Both memory writing and Boolean logic functions AND/NAND with large logic output 

ratio have been demonstrated experimentally.  

I. INTRODUCTION 

In conventional computers, memory based on non-volatile 

magnetic bits and processor based on Complementary Metal-Oxide-

Semiconductor (CMOS) logic gates are separate. Such separation 

causes computers to suffer from von Neumann performance 

bottleneck. Because frequent data transfer is required between 

memory and processor, a huge amount of time and energy is 

consumed [Backus 1983, Liu 2005], which is disadvantageous for 

pursuing faster speed and lower power consumption. To break 

through the von Neumann bottleneck, research on logic-in-memory 

architecture has been intensively conducted. Benefiting from the 

non-volatility of ferromagnetic magnetization and the rich 

functionality provided by emerging magnetoelectric transport 

phenomenon, spintronic device has become one of the most 

competitive candidate of future non-von Neumann computer 

architecture [Makarov 2016]. For spintronic devices combining 

logic with memory, data is stored and processed in the form of 

electron spins. Hence, electric manipulation of spins becomes one of 

the most important issues for spintronic data writing. Among all the 

widely-studied methods of magnetization switching, manipulation of 

spins driven by spin-orbit torque (SOT) has drawn much attention 

due to the potential low power consumption and fast device 

operation speed. In the prototype of SOT-based spintronic devices, 

spin current generated from the spin-orbit interaction in an non-

magnetic (NM) layer is utilized to switch the magnetization 

direction in an adjacent ferromagnetic (FM) layer when an in-plane 

electric current is applied in the NM layer [Manchon 2019, Kato 

2018]. Compared with other commonly used methods of 
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magnetization manipulation such as spin transfer torque (STT), there 

could be more freedom in the design of SOT-based devices, which 

makes it possible to manipulate the performance of the device by 

geometrical design [Safeer 2016]. In SOT-based devices, the NM 

layer and FM layer could be patterned independently with different 

size and shape. The change of shape of NM layer could lead to 

different distribution of current density. Because the spin orbit torque 

exerted on the electron spin in the FM layer was related to the 

current density of the NM layer, manipulation of the magnetization 

direction of the FM layer would be dependent on its position on the 

NM layer. It has been reported that specific patterning of both FM 

layer and NM layer could be utilized to control the magnetization 

state of the FM layer [Safeer 2016, Siddiqui 2020, Martinez 2016, 

Wang 2019]. Hence, the feasibility of applying such method in spin-

based data storage has been confirmed. However, in the field of data 

processing, especially in spin-based Boolean logic, the potential of 

geometry-assisted manipulation of spins still remains to be exploited. 

Here, we propose a new magnetic logic-in-memory device 

combining manipulation of magnetic spins with magnetic Boolean 

logic gate of AND and NAND. The logic inputs were stored in the 

form of magnetization of two separate FM bits located on one NM 

layer. By designing the shape of the NM layer, the data stored in the 

two FM bits was written independently by applying current in the 

NM layer with the assistance of a constant external magnetic field 

and logic operation could be performed based on the accumulative 

effect of the anomalous Hall effect (AHE) of the two magnetic bits. 

Since the magnetic response caused by AHE was not large enough 

to ensure the reliability of logic operations, the AHE-induced 

magnetic response was coupled with the nonlinear transport 

characteristics of semiconductor elements with negative differential 

resistance (NDR). It has been reported that introducing NDR 

elements to logic devices based on AHE could magnify the logic 



 

 

output of the device [Luo 2017, Singh 2019, Pu 2020]. In our device, 

the logic output ratio of the device reached 5×103 % benefitting 

from the NDR-induced enhancement of AHE.  

II. EXPERIMENT 

Magnetic multilayer Ta (3 nm)/Co40Fe40B20 (0.7 nm)/MgO (1 nm) 

with 5 nm thick SiO2 capping layer was used to fabricate our 

spintronic device. The layer thickness in the parentheses were 

nominal thickness deduced from the deposition rate. The multilayer 

was deposited on thermally oxidized Si substrate with SiO2 

thickness of 300 nm by sputtering (Rotaris, Singulus) with base 

pressure < 8.0 × 10−9 mbar. Perpendicular magnetic anisotropy was 

achieved after annealing at 220 ℃ in vacuum (< 2 × 10 -4 Pa) for 1 

hour. The device was patterned by UV lithography and Ar-ion 

milling, and Ti (10 nm)/Au (50 nm) was used as electrodes. The 

magnetic transport measurements, including manipulation of 

magnetization direction of the CoFeB layer and experimental 

demonstration of magnetic logic functions, were conducted using 

Keithley 2400 and Keithley 2182A at room temperature. 

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The structure of the device was shown in Fig.1. The 

Ta/CoFeB/MgO multilayer with PMA was firstly patterned in 

trapezoidal shape. Then in the region marked with blue color in Fig. 

1, Ar-ion milling was used to etch the film to the bottom Ta layer. 

As a result, current could still be applied in the bottom Ta layer, 

whereas the top magnetic layer was separated into two bits. The 

separated magnetic bits could not only store binary data in the form 

of ferromagnetic spins, but also serve as logic inputs for Boolean 

logic gates. Because the two bits were separated by Ar-ion milling in 

the blue region in Fig. 1(a), their magnetization states could be 

manipulated individually by spin-orbit torque generated from in-

plane current in the Ta layer. Due to the trapezoidal shape, the width 

of the Ta layer increased gradually from the left side to the right side. 

Hence, when current was applied between left and right electrodes, 

the current density in the Ta layer beneath the left magnetic bit P 

was greater than that of magnetic bit Q and larger torque was 

exerted to the magnetic spins in bit P because of higher current 

density. Hence, with the assistance of an external in-plane magnetic 

field Bx of -3 mT colinear with the applied current, the critical 

current value to switch the magnetization direction of magnetic bit P 

would be smaller than bit Q. Such difference in the critical switching 

current of the two bits resulted from the trapezoidal shape of the Ta 

layer, and could be utilized to manipulate the magnetization states of 

the magnetic bits. As shown in Fig.1(b), by applying write current 

pulse between left and right electrodes with magnitude ranging from 

-5 mA to 5 mA, four different levels of anomalous Hall resistance 

measured by read current pulses IRead of 0.05 mA applied after each 

write pulse was detected. The four different levels of Rxy were in 

accordance with the four possible combinations of the magnetization 

states of the two bits (↑↑) (↑↓) (↓↑) and (↓↓). If we define “↑” (“↓”) 

magnetization direction as binary number “0”(“1”), the device could 

store two bits of binary data, indicating that our device with 

trapezoidal geometrical design was capable of writing and storing 

two digits of data in the two magnetic bits. It should be noted that 

although the width of Ta layer under each magnetic bit varied 

continuously because of the trapezoidal shape, no other intermediate 

resistance states were found in our measurements of Rxy. Such result 

could be explained by different critical current for domain wall 

nucleation and propagation. If the former was larger than the latter, 

domain wall would propagate immediately after the nucleation took 

place and no intermediate states could be detected, as reported by 

Zhang et al in Ta/CoFeB/MgO system [Zhang 2015]. 

The anomalous Hall measurement had proved that all four 

combinations of the magnetization states of the two magnetic bits in 

our device could be achieved. However, to prove that the difference 

in critical switching current of the two bits was resulted from the 

difference of current density caused by the shape of the Ta layer, 

direct evidence was still needed to prove that the magnetic bit with 

narrower Ta layer underneath was always switched first. Magneto-

optical Kerr effect (MOKE) was therefore used for in-situ 

observation of the change of magnetization direction of the magnetic 

bits when current and external magnetic field was applied. 

As shown in  MOKE images (Fig. 2), when constant external in-

plane magnetic field was applied, the magnetization direction of 

both magnetic bits could be switched from one direction to the other, 

depending on the direction of applied write current. No matter 

whether the magnetization was switched from upward to downward 

or vice versa, the current needed to switch the magnetic bit on the 

left side was always smaller than the one on the right. Because  the 

bottom Ta layer was narrower on the left and wider on the right. So 

the current density in the Ta layer would be larger on the left side 

than the right side. This made the current required to reverse the 

magnetization direction of the left bit lower than the right bit. These 

results from MOKE confirmed that the sequence of magnetization 

switching of the two magnetic bits depended on the width of Ta 

layer underneath., which supported our presumption that the 

different critical switching current of the two magnetic bits was 

caused by the shape of the device. Furthermore, since all four 

possible magnetization states (↑↑) (↑↓) (↓↑) and (↓↓) were presented 

in the MOKE images, the capability of our device to store two digits 

of binary data in separated memory bits by stepwise switching has 

been proved. The different value of critical switching current 

between MOKE experiment and anomalous Hall measurement could 

be explained by different modes of writing pulse. In AHE 

measurement, the write and read pulses were applied to the device 

continually, whereas in MOKE measurement, discrete write pulses 

with different magnitude were used to drive the magnetization 

reversal. As a result, heating effect in the AHE measurement would 

be more obvious than MOKE measurement, which could account for 

the smaller switching current in the AHE experiment than MOKE. 

Apart from memory, the magnetization states of the two bits could 

also serve as logic inputs of Boolean logic gates. Due to the 

anomalous Hall effect, conducting electrons with opposite spins 

directions tended to be deflected into different directions. Thus, 

when electrical current flew into the device from top electrode, and 

out of the device from left and right side (denoted as left and right 

channel), as shown in Fig. 3(a), the change of magnetization 

direction of the magnetic bits would lead to change in the magnitude 

of the channel current. When the magnetization direction of the FM 

layer was reversed from downward to upward, the current would 

tend to decrease in the left channel and increase in the right channel 

and vice versa. Such magnetic response of electric current could lead 

to imbalance of left and right current channels, and could be utilized 



 

 

for conducting Boolean logic operations. However, for the 

Ta/CoFeB/MgO multilayer used in the device, the change of channel 

current in response to magnetization switching was not large enough 

to achieve large enough ON/OFF logic output ratio for reliable logic 

operations. In order to get large logic ON/OFF ratio, the magnetic 

response of channel current needed to be enlarged. To solve this 

problem, nonlinear enhancement method induced by nonlinear 

elements with negative differential resistance (NDR) was applied. 

Introduction of NDR components could lead to bifurcation of output 

current and increase the ON/OFF ratio of logic output [Luo 2017]. 

The logic circuit with NDR elements connected to the trapezoid-

shaped device was shown in Fig. 3(a). Measurement result of output 

current in both channels with different logic inputs showed that 

bifurcation of current magnitude in left and right channels appeared 

and the ratio of high and low output current was enlarged (Fig. 3(b)). 

If large output current was defined as logic output “1” and small 

output current as “0”, our device could simultaneously perform 

AND Boolean logic operation in the left channel and NAND 

Boolean logic operation in the right channel with logic output of 5×

103 %. Such high output ratio was important to meet the requirement 

of stability for Boolean logic gates (Table 1). For proof-of-concept, 

the NDR elements used in the following experiment were composed 

of commercial semiconductor elements considering simplicity and 

stability. For better performance, other materials could also be used 

to fabricate NDR elements with faster speed and lower energy 

consumption such as phase change materials with insulator-to-metal 

transition [Pu 2020].  

The mechanism of the enhancement of ON/OFF ratio due to the 

nonlinear I-V characteristics of NDR elements could be explained 

via load-line analysis of the circuit. When the device with magnetic 

bits was used as logic inputs (Fig. 4(a)), due to the linear I-V 

characteristics, it could be modeled as a Y-type resistor network 

consisted of three resistors RTop, RLeft, and RRight, and the anomalous 

Hall effect was described as the dependence of the resistance value 

of RLeft and RRight on the magnetization status of the magnetic bits. 

Change of resistance of RLeft and RRight due to magnetization 

switching would lead to change of output current in left and right 

channel ILeft and IRight. When NDR elements were connected, 

according to Kirchhoff’s Law, the following relations should be 

followed for the circuit:  V0=ILeftRLeft+ VLeft
NDR = IRightRRight+ VRight

NDR  . 

In addition, the relation of  VLeft
NDR(VRight

NDR )  with ILeft (IRight) was 

determined by the I-V characteristics of the NDR element. Hence, 

for each output channel, if we superimpose the S-shape I-V curve of 

the NDR element with the straight line (referred as load 

line) VNDR
= V0 - IR, the current I and voltage V0 could be calculated 

by the coordinates of two critical points: the intersection point of the 

two curves (VNDR, I ) (denoted as working point in the following 

texts), and the intersection point of the load line with X axis (V0 , 0). 

Because the I-V characteristics of NDR and the value of V0 were the 

same for both output channels, as source current I0 = ILeft + IRight 

increased, the trend of channel current ILeft and IRight could be directly 

read out from the motion of the working points of left and right 

channels (Figure 3(b)). Considering the case when the magnetization 

direction of both magnetic bits pointed upward, because of the AHE 

of the magnetic bits, the effective resistance of left channel RLeft was 

larger than that of right channel RRight, resulting in smaller slope of 

load line representing the left channel. When the source current was 

small, the two load lines both intersected with the S-shape curve at 

the first region of the S-shape I-V curve of the NDR element, where 

the differential resistance was positive. As I0 increased, the working 

points would gradually shift from left to right until the load line of 

the right channel was tangent to the I-V curve of NDR element. 

Because the load line of right channel had larger slope, the working 

point of right channel would firstly move into the negative 

differential resistance region of the S-shape I-V curve. As the current 

in the right channel IRight increased as the working point of right 

channel moved upward in the negative differential resistance region,  

both load lines would shift leftward and V0 would decrease. Since 

the working point of left channel still located in the positive 

differential resistance region, the left shift of load line would result 

in decrease of output current ILeft. As a result, the output current of 

right channel would rise rapidly with source current while the 

current in left channel would decrease, which accounted for the large 

bifurcation of current between left and right channel in our 

experiment. Such load line analysis method could be adapted for the 

other magnetization states (↓, ↓) (↑, ↓) and (↓, ↑) (Fig. 4(c)). Thus, 

the magnitude of channel current was determined by the 

magnetization states of the magnetic bits, and the difference between 

high and low output current could be enhanced by the bifurcation of 

channel current caused by NDR elements. Hence, our device was 

capable of performing Boolean logic operations AND/NAND 

simultaneously with large ON/OFF ratio. 

It has been experimentally demonstrated that our device was 

capable of nonvolatile data storage together with performing 

Boolean logic operations. For industrial application aspects, the 

scalability, energy efficiency and reliability need to be considered. 

For scalability, the geometry-assisted magnetization manipulation of 

magnetic bits allows multiple bits to share one write path. By 

controlling the distribution of current density in the NM layer by 

designing the shape of the NM layer, the magnetization direction of 

the magnetic bits integrated on the NM layer coupling could be 

manipulated. Thus, compared with the case where each magnetic 

memory bit occupied a whole stack, the geometry-assisted 

manipulation of multiple magnetic bits sharing the same write line 

allows multiple bits of data to be stored in one stack. Because no 

complex external electric connections is introduced, the integration 

of magnetic bits consumes less space. Because any two adjacent bits 

could be used as the logic inputs for Boolean logic operations, the 

reduction of space occupation beneficial for achieving the 

combination of logic and memory with higher storage density. It 

should be noted that the scaling down of the device raises high 

requirements for the accuracy of lithography in the aspect of logic 

functions. Because misalignment of the magnetic bits and the NM 

layer would introduce errors to the AHE-induced current imbalance 

between left and right channels and cause wrong logic outputs. Such 

problem could be alleviated by using magnetic materials with larger 

anomalous Hall resistance such as ferrimagnetic Heusler alloy [Zhao 

2019, Finley 2019]. The energy consumption of the device for 

performing one logic operation is related to the speed of both 

magnetic element and NDR. In the above experimental 

demonstration of logic functions, the S-type NDR elements were 

consisted of bipolar junction transistor pairs with operation speed of 

~300 ns, which was much slower than the speed of magnetic 



 

 

element. Thus, the speed of the device was limited by the NDR and 

the energy cost for one logic operation was ~30 pJ. However, it has 

been proved that the S-type NDR could be replaced with insulator-

to-metal transition (IMT) materials such as VO2 to decrease the time 

delay on the NDR [Pu 2020]. If VO2 is used for the NDR elements, 

the speed of NDR could be reduced to ~7 ns and the energy 

consumption could be reduced to ~0.7 pJ. Moreover, compared with 

CMOS-based logic devices, the nonvolatile logic-in-memory 

property of our device could save more time and energy. On one 

hand, instant-on functionality and zero quiescent power 

consumption is achieved owing to the nonvolatility. On the other 

hand, because the stored data could be directly used for Boolean 

logic operations, the time and energy consumed in the data 

transmission process between memory and logic units in 

conventional von Neumann architecture could be saved. For 

reliability, in the aspect of a single device, the large logic ON/OFF 

ratio resulting from the coupling of anomalous Hall effect and NDR 

effect indicates potential high reliability and low error rate. 

Moreover, in our device, the MgO layer takes less damage compared 

to MTJ-based devices because electric current does not need to flow 

through the MgO layer in logic or memory process. In the aspect of 

device-device variations, compared with MTJ-based devices, our 

device has advantage in two aspects. Firstly, the logic function of 

our device is based on the AHE of the magnetic film and the I-V 

characteristics of NDR element instead of the TMR effect for MTJ-

based devices. Secondly, the logic output ratio of our device is much 

larger than the TMR value of MTJs. These two factors make our 

device free from the problem of device-device variation of TMR 

values for MTJ-based devices. It should be noted that there are still  

other threats to the uniformity of devices caused by the limitation of 

processing accuracy. As mentioned above, such limitation is also 

disadvantageous for the scaling of the device and it is thus expected 

that usage of materials with larger anomalous Hall resistance could 

alleviate both problems.  

In conclusion, by combining geometrical design with 

magnetization reversal driven by spin-orbit torque, manipulation of 

magnetization states of storage bits integrated on the same write line 

was realized together with Boolean logic operation, indicating the 

potential of our device in non-von Neumann architecture. The 

important role of geometrical design in our device proved that 

geometry tuning could be a powerful tool in device design to 

improve the performance and develop new functions of spintronic 

devices .  
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Fig. 1 Schematics of device structure and current-driven 

manipulation of magnetization states. a. When write current Ix was 

applied, the trapezoid-shaped Ta layer would cause the current 

density to decrease from left to right side. With external magnetic 

field Bx = -3 mT, such change in current density would lead to 

different switching current of magnetic bit P and Q. b. Four different 

stages of Rxy = Vxy/IRead was detected when write current was swept 

between -5 mA to +5 mA, indicating four different combinations of 

magnetization directions of bit P and Q, which was represented by 

the four groups of arrows next to each stage of Rxy in the figure. In 

each group with two arrows, the left arrows represented the 

magnetization direction of bit P and the right arrows represented the 

magnetization direction of bit Q. The green and red color of the 

arrows represented magnetization up and down respectively. 

 

 
 

Fig. 2 MOKE images of the device. The magnetization direction of 

the two separated trapezoid-shape magnetic bits could be observed 

directly by the color, where grey and white represented 

magnetization upward and downward, respectively. The device was 

placed under a constant external in-plane magnetic field Bx = -3 mT. 

The initial magnetization state of the device when Ix = 0 was 

saturated by an out-of-plane magnetic field, which was removed 

before Ix was applied to the device. a-c. Both magnetic bits were 

initially magnetized downward and switched to upward by negative 

Ix. d-f. Both magnetic bits were initially magnetized upward and 

switched to downward by positive Ix. In both cases, the current 

needed to switch the smaller bit P was smaller than that of the larger 

bit Q. 

 

 

Fig. 3 Device setup and experiment result of Boolean logic 

operation AND and NAND. a. Schematics of logic circuit. The two 

magnetic bits in the trapezoid-shaped device served as nonvolatile 

logic inputs and NDR elements were connected to output channels 

for large ON/OFF ratio. b. Experimentally measured output current 

in left (AND) and right (NAND) channel.  

 

Table 1 Value of output current when I0 was set to 30 μA 

 

(P, Q) 

Logic Output 

Left Channel (AND) Right Channel (NAND) 

(0, 0) 0 (0.61 μA) 1 (29.36 μA) 

(0, 1) 0 (0.66 μA) 1 (29.31 μA) 

(1, 0) 0 (0.64 μA) 1 (29.33 μA) 

(1, 1) 1 (29.71 μA) 0 (0.26 μA) 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 4 Revealing the mechanism of AND/NAND logic operation 

with large ON/OFF ratio by load line analysis. a. Resistor network 

model of the three-terminal trapezoid-shape logic device b. Load 

line analysis when both magnetic bits were magnetized upward. As 

source current I0 increased, the two load lines intersected with the S-

shape I-V curve of the NDR element at different region. Because of 

the AHE of the magnetic bits, the effective resistance of the right 

channel RRight was smaller than RLeft. The load line of the right 

channel had larger slope, resulting in larger output current in the 

current bifurcation. c. Different magnetization states of the magnetic 

bits resulted in different slope of the load lines, which determined 

the magnitude of the output current. 
 



 

 

 


